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Abstract: For initial value problems in ordinary second-order differential equations of the special form _r” = f( x. v). 
new explicit. direct Runge-Kutta-Nystrom formula-pairs of order 8(7), 9(S). lO(9) and ll(10) are presented using the 
mode of Bettis, Dormand and Prince. Two numerical examples demonstrate the efficiency of the new formula-pairs. 
1. Introduction 
For initial value problems in ordinary second-order differential equations of the special form 
? .” = f( X, JJ), explicit, direct Runge-Kutta-Nystrom formula-pairs of order p( p + 1) with p 2 1 
are presented in [3-71. In this paper we derive. similar to Bettis, Dormand and Prince (see [1,2]), 
new. direct, explicit Runge-Kutta-Nystrom formula-pairs of order (p + 1)p with p = 7, 8, 9 and 
10 for the special second-order initial value problem 1”’ = 
Two numerical examples demonstrate the efficienc:( 
x, _v), v( x0) =yO and _Y’( x,,) =_J&. 
. . 
relative to other high order 
Runge-Kutta-Nystriim formulae in current use. For the sake of place requirements we give here 
only the listing of the new RKN 9(8)-11 formula-pair. A complete listing of all new formula-pairs 
can be requested from the authors. 
2. Construction of the formula-pair 
Although all formulas of this paper hold for systems of differential equations, 
the sake of brevity the initial value problem for a single second-order differential 
special form 
Y” =f(x. _Y), 
0377-0427/86/$3.50 0 1986, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) 
we consider for 
equation of the 
(1) 
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fo =fb,, YOL 
I 
1-l 
f,=f xo+qh, yo+y&x,h+h2 c yijf, , i=l(l)n. 
j=o 1 
It is 




where +(x0, yO, y;) represents the value of the leading error function of the control-formula and 
,y(x, + h) is the exact solution of (1) for x = x0 + h. 
The difference TE,. := y( x0 + h) - yK( x0 + h) represents an approximation of the local trunca- 
tion error for y based on the control-formula. The value yK(x, + h) is not required explicitly. If 
we set (see [4]) cr = ci for i = O(l)n - 2, c,_, = c, = 0, and c,y_i = --A, c,: = +A, we obtain the 
following approximation for the local truncation error of the control-formula 
TE,.:=y(x,+h)-yK(x,+h)=X(f,,_, -f,,)h’. (3) 
Here X + 0 is a free parameter which can be chosen as in [2]. Here contrary to [3-71 the 
step-control policy is realized using an approximation of the local truncation error of the 
control-formula. The numerical results (see Table 1 and Figs. 1, 2) will demonstrate the 
advantage of this step-control policy. If f ( x, y) = f (x) we can proceed as in [4]. If we set (see [4]) 
(y, = l3 Y,*.j = cj for j = O(l)n - 1, (4) 
then the last f,-value of an integration step is equal to the first f,-value of the next integration 
step. With the exception of the first integration step, this strategy reduces the number of 
evaluations per step from n + 1 to n. As well known in the literature, from equations (2), (2a) 
and (2b) we obtain the equations of condition for the unknown coefficients in (2)-(2b). For the 
derivation of the new Runge-Kutta-Nystrom formula-pairs we use the theory of Hairer and 
Wanner (see [9]; see also [6,7]). For the sake of brevity we explain here only the derivation for the 
RKN 9( 8) formula-pair. 
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Table 1 
Starting step size h, = 0.0625. .x0 < x d 10 and with adaptive step size control 
Formula 







at s =lO 




RKN 11(12)-20 opt. h 
RKN ll(lO)-17 h 
with 
A=1.4.10_5d 





RKN-Hairer 10 ’ 
RKN 9(10)-14 
RKN 10(9)-14 a 
with 
h=2.10_4 
RKN 10(9)-14 opt. 
with 
x =l .lO-‘0d 
A& = 0.531.10-20 
A_‘,;= -o.108~10-1x 
A_vi = 0.642.10-19 
1 .10-14 924 AJ, = -O&30.10-” 
A.- -0.135.10-20 
A;~;:0.273W19 
A_v; = -0.167.10-19 
1.10-‘4 1022 A_y, = -0.372.10m20 
A-y2 = 0.324.10-20 
Ay;= -0.636.10-19 
A_$ = -0.757.10-‘9 
1.10-‘4 919 Ay, = -0.105.10-20 
A?‘? = -0.182.10-20 
Ay;= 0.360.10-‘9 
A_$ = -0.213.10-19 
1.10-24 1237 Ay, = 0.213,10-20 
Ayr = 0.110.10-20 
Ay;= -0.225.10-19 
AJ; = 0.426.10-‘9 
1.10-‘4 1590 A_y, = 0.479.10-‘9 
Aj,2 = 0.478.10-19 
Ay,‘= -0.948.10-” 
Ay; = 0.968.10-‘8 
1.10-” 1708 Ay, = 0.333.10-16 
A.L.? = 0.404.10-‘6 
A),,‘= -0.799.10-‘5 
Ay; = 0.653.10-‘5 
1.10-24 2145 A.V, = o.553.10-20 
3~5~ = -0.230~10~20 
Ay; = 0.472.10-‘9 
A.$ = o.107.10-‘9 
l.l(yZ4 2460 Ay’= -0.458.10-*’ 
AJ‘~ = -0.685.10-20 
A,;= 0.138.10-” 
A-L.; = -0.895.10-‘9 
1.10--24 1383 A-y, = -0.133.10-2” 
Ay2 = -0.428.10-20 
Ay; = 0.848.10-‘9 
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Table 1 (continued) 
Formula 








A)., = 0.403. lo-:’ 
Ay, = 0.129.10-“” 
AJ;= -0.258.10-” 




RKN 9(8)-l 1 
with 
k=l.lo-5d 
1.10-24 3739 Ay, = -0.191~10-~” 62.46 
Ayz = o.198~10-~0 
A?,;= -o.399.10-‘y 
A>,; = -0.381.10-” 
RKN 9(8)-l 1 opt. 
with 
A=l.10-5d 
1.10-‘4 2600 Ay:, = -0.137.10~“’ 44.16 
d.11~ = -0.167.10-“’ 
Ay; = 0.337. 1o-‘y 
3.1,; = -0.267~10~” 
RKN 7(8)-9 1.10-24 14149 Ay, = o.518.10-‘0 185.99 
Aj,1 = -o.7o9.1o-L” 
AI,‘= 0.142.10-” 
Ay; = O.1O3.1O-‘x 
RKN S(7)-9 
with 
x = 5.10-5d 
1.10-24 SO63 Ay, = 0.151 .10-20 105.86 
A.vz = 0.183.10-‘” 
A?,‘= -0.367.10-” 
A~~,‘=0.301~10-‘y 
RKN 8(7)-9 opt. 
with 
for Runge-Kutta-formula-pair of order i for the basis-formula and j for the 
control-formula with k j-evaluations per step. 
h Suboptimized formula-pair of this paper respectively. 
’ With Richardson extrapolation for the step size control. 
d This choice of the h-values is more or less arbitrary. 
In this case we set in (2). (2a) and (2b) p = 8 and 17 = Il. We make the following reducing 
assumptions: 
(I) c, = c .* = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3; 
(II) c.,K = A, for i = 0(1)9: 
(III) c’,O = (‘1, =c; =o. ck= --A. c,“1 =A: 
(IV) Y,l =o for i=4(1)11: 
(V) (Y,(j=cx,,=l; 
(VI) ylo., = 0 for j = 2. 3 and y ,,., = C, for j = O(l)lO; 
(B*, j) E:=, cp’y,, = 0 and 17=4c~a,y,, = 0 for j = 2, 3; 
(*) c, = c,*(l - a,) for i = O(l)lO; 
(Al, i) IZ’,L’,y,,a, = ia: for i = 2(1)10; 
(A2, i) C’,:\Y,,(Y; = &CI~ for i = 2(1)10; 
--_ ---__ ---------- -_ -_ ----___ 
\__--- --_.~_ 
Fig. 1. 
9000 10000 1 iOO0 !2000 
funct7un eval"atlons 
13000 14000 15ooc 
Fig. 2. 
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(A3, i) C’,:ll y,,(~; = &c$ for i = 4(1)10. 
These assumptions lead to the followin, 0 restrictive conditions for (Y,: 
a, = $2. 
(Y2 = fa,(Scx, - 3Cxq)/(2$ - (Yd). 
In consequence of (DA. k) (see below) we get 
(YlO = (ku, - $UZ * * *. + $J,)/($J, - fu, f . . . + &7,) 
with 
U] = 1. 
(5) 
(7) 
u, = c ff,,%2.. . a,, , for 2~1~7, 
I, <II< <I, , 
,,E(4.....9). 
Using the symmetry properties we can compute e.g. cx9 from (7) by interchanging alo with c+ 
Using the abbreviation Q,/, = C’,l’,y,,~$, the following equations are the only remaining equa- 
tions of condition: 
(DA, k) C:z4 C,*CX~ = l/(k + 1) for k = 1(1)8; 
(E*, 1) C;t4 c,*& = l/7.6 - 5; 
(E*, 2) Cjf4 c,*~x,Q,~ = l/8.6. 5; 
(E*, 3) I;“=, c,*afQ,, = l/9 - 6 . 5; 
(EA. 4) C;14 c,*c~;Q,~ = l/10.6.5; 
(F*. 1) Cj!!4 c,*Q,, = l/8.7.6; 
(F”, 2) C;‘?4 c,*~i,Q,~ = l/9 - 7 + 6; 
(GA) C~O=q CPQi6 = l/9.8.7; 
( * * 1 C:=4 ?Q,d - hQlo.4 + $A = l/8. 7. 6. 5, i.e. it follows Q,0,4 = $. 
2. I. The compututiorl of the coefficients 
After having assigned values for all CY,, we compute the unknown coefficients c,, c,* and yij in 
the following order: 
(la) cp from (DA. k) for k = 1(1)7; 
(lb) c(:’ = 1 - I;“=4 c;: 
(2a) c, = cp(l - (Y,) for i = 4(1)10; 
(2b) co = c 
A. 
(3) yz, fr& (Al, 2): 
(4) y3] and y3? from (Al, 3). (A2, 3); 
(5) yJ2 and y43 from (Al, 4). (A2 4): 
(6) ys, for i = 2(1)4 from (Ai, 5), i = 1(1)3; 
(7) Q44 and QS4 in accordance with the definition 
(8) Q,4 for i = 6(1)9 from (E*, i), i = 1(1)4; 
(9) yh, for i = 2(1)5 from (Ai, 6) i = 1(1)3, Qh4; 
Set y12 = 0 and compute 
(10) y,, for i = 3(1)6 from (Ai, 7), i = 1(1)3, QT4; 
(11) Y82, y92 from (B*. 2); 
(12) yx3, y93 from (B*. 3); 
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(13) yx, for i = 4(1)7 from (Ai, 8). i = 1(1)3, QX4; 
(14) Qls for i = 4(1)8 in accordance with the definition 
(15) QV5, Q,O.s from (FA, 1) (FA. 2); 
(16) ys, for i = 4(1)8 from (Ai, 9), i = 1(1)3, Qg4 and Qss; 
(17a) Q,6 for i = 4(1)9 in accordance with the definition 
(17b) Q,0,6 from (GA); 
(18) YlO,r for i = 4(1)9 from (Ai, 10). i = 1(1)3, Q,O,,. i = 4. 5. 6; 
(19) Y,~ from IL>:; y,, = f$ for i = l(l)lO. 
For y(x) and J?‘(X) of the basis-formula and for J*(X) of the control-formula of our 
Runge-Kutta-Nystrom formula-pair 9(8)-11. we obtain the following essentially different error 
coefficients (see [3,9]) 
T,, T,, T,, T,z> T,,, T,, and Tp. Tp. T__. T,“, T;“, . T&. T&, TG and TIK 
with 
& - i y,o.,ayj (for the choice of h see Table 1) 
/=I 
The error factors for the RKN 9(8)-11 formula-pair would read: 
T, = 0.228. lo-“, T, = 0.138. 1O-8, T, = -0.528 - lo-‘; 
T,, = 0.795 . 10-9, T,, = -0.196. lo-‘, T2, = -0.192. lo-‘: 
Tp = -0.253 * lo-“, T; = -0.911 . lOPro, 7;” = -0.138. lo-“. 
T,” = 0.264. lo-‘, Ti’, = 0.264.10-*. T& = -0.795. 10-9. 
Tp, = 0.980. lo-‘. T4”; = 0.961 . lo-‘. 
Using the FORTRAN programs in [6.7] we have computed all new RKN p( p + 1) formula- 
pairs in [6,7] and all new RKN( p + 1)p formula pairs of this paper. Further using the 
Nelder-Mead algorithm for nonlinear programming we have minimized the objective function 
f: = C,[T2 + ( TA)‘] f or all RKN( p + 1)p formula pairs (see [4]). For the definition of the error 
factors T, and T” see [3.9]. 
3. Numerical results 
All computations have been performed in FORTRAN double precision (with about 29 digits) 
on the CYBER 174 of the University of Giessen. 
Example 1. 
with x0= & and 
l’,(x,) = 0, y{(x,) = -&. 
y2(xlJ = 1, _&(x0) = 0. 
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Example 2. Two-body gravitational problem = D5 in [lo]. 
_V; =1.‘3, y,(O)=1 -6, 
_r; = _I’4 7 _v* (0) = 0, 
_y; = -y,/( y; + y;)3’2, y3(0) = 0, 
_y; = -y,/( _y; + J;)3’2, y4(0) = \i(l + E)/(l -C) 
with 6 = 0.9 (= eccentricity of the orbit) and 0 G x G 20. This problem represents a severe test for 
the step-size control procedure. Figs. 1 and 2 show the efficiency curves for the new RKN( p + 1)~ 
formula-pairs in comparison with the efficiency curves for the RKNp( p + 1) (see [3-71). 
4. Conclusions 
An important conclusion to be drawn from the overall test data is that the construction of high 
order Runge-Kutta-NystrBm formulae is worthwhile. Figures 1 and 2 show clearly the superior- 
ity of the Bettis-Dormand-Prince step-size control strategy and. in general, the superiority of the 
suboptimized formula-pairs RKN i(j) opt. Therefore 
error formula-pairs is justified. Any of the embedded 
to a moderately stiff system of differential equations. 
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